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launching antenna system for ECH were installed on the 
upper port of LHD for the first and second cycle experiment 
The system consists of two sets of millimeter wave beam focusing 
and steering mirrors that allow local plasma heating experiment, 
for both 84 and 168GHz. Low power measurement of this system 
show a good agreement with the designed beam waist size of 15 
mm in radial and 50 mm in toroidal direction. Furthermore, the 
Fig. Schematic drawing of 2-0 port ECH antenna 
with contour lines of Mod-B and flux-surfaces on the 
mid-plane. Here, the flux surfaces are those for the case 
of magnetic axis of 3.9 m with zero beta. Thick line 
indicates last closed flux surfaces. Mod B contour 
corresponds to the case of 1.5 Tesla at the magnetic axis 
of 3.9 m and shown with thick line. Each contour line is 
plotted by every 0.05 Tesla 
beam can be steered radially and toroidally without degrading the 
beam quality within 200 mm toroidally and 150 mm radially in 
both sides. This launching system worked well during the first 
and second experimental campaign. Experimental results show a 
clear local heating effect and the advantage of using such strongly 
focused system. 
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In addition to them, a new antenna system at the 2-0 port is 
designed for the third cycle experimental campaign. The specific 
feature of this new system is the wide-angle steering capability of 
the injection beam for the current drive and electron Bernstein 
wave excitation. Fig. 1 shows the schematic drawing of the 
antenna system inside the vacuum vessel. The contour lines of the 
Mod-B and flux surface on the mid-plane of LHD are drawn to 
show the beam accessibility. Focusing mirrors are designed so as 
to focus the beam with the axis symmetric1/e waist size of 30 mm 
in radius on the center of the plasma The design of these focusing 
mires is based on the equi-phase difference method that is 
developed in NIFS and adopted in ECH antennas for npp-T-IIU, 
CHS, and LHD U-port Two beam lines will be settled for both 84 
and 168 GHz. One the other capability of this new antenna system 
is up-down steering of the injection beam. Fig. 2 shows the 
relation between the poloidal cross section of the LHD and 2-0 
port antenna This configuration allows on to strongly off axis 
scan of the heating deposition in case of on axis resonance 
condition and high power off axis heating even with off axis 
resonance condition with a lower magnetic field. 
The steering mechanism will be driven by the oil cylinder. The 
driving force will be transferred by the thin stainless steel wire. 
The accuracy of the angle setting with this mechanism +/- 0.1 
degree which corresponds to about+/-5mm on the focal position. 
2-0 port Antenna 
Fig.2 Schematic drawing of 2-0 port ECH 
antenna (poloidal cross section). Mod-B and 
flux surfaces correspond to those in Fig. 1. 
